PREPARATION OF MATERIALS: Print a blank BINGO sheet for each student. Print the 5 sets of picture cards. Cut the picture cards apart. Follow the directions for play.

Letters: b f l t a m d p s r

Set 1 (b & f)
- boy
- bell
- finger
- feet

Set 2 (l & t)
- lamp
- lightening
- tie
- tiger

Set 3 (a & m)
- ant
- axe
- monster
- moon

Set 4 (d & p)
- dog
- donut
- pear
- parrot

Set 5 (s & r)
- snake
- snail
- ring
- rope

More Challenging: Create additional sets of picture cards using different beginning sounds than the ones included here.
Bingo

[Blank bingo board with 25 small squares arranged in 5x5 grid]